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The last couple of days have been full of every sort of work except for flipping
burgers, and thats okay with me. I’m enjoying the last hour of calm before
going off to the hospital and diving into banquet prep. Morning Joe is on in
the background covering the queue forming outside Sarah Palin’s book
signing in Grand Rapids, Michigan. As a former GR college student and
resident of some years, the event holds a certain fascination. I often will blow
off my daily routine and follow some interesting event. Alas, I’m growing up
and will go to work rather than driving an hour-and-change north to buy Going

Rogue.

My earliest read this morning, the thing that made me ponder first thing today, had nothing to do with
the former Vice Presidential Candidate’s book. Instead, it was National Public Radio’s list of the
50 most important albums of the last decade. I love these lists, even though they make me groan at
the same time. Rolling Stone’s best 100 albums of the decade list is something I look forward to,
partly because I disagree with a lot of the numerical placement of the albums included. I remember
the 1989 list and my horrified teenage reaction to seeing U2′s The Joshua Tree in third place.
Ultimately, I still think they called that one wrong (#1 for the 80′s according to RS? Purple Rain, with
Born In The USA at #2). NPR did a very smart thing and simply alphabetized their selections and
did not assign importance order. Nearly all of the 30 comments (as of an hour ago) featured some
sort strain of “I would have included…” or “This list is too mainstream, because…” My favorite
reaction was “Your list didn’t include enough women and Canadians.” Importance and influence
aren’t really based on gender or nationality and thats the point. Importance is subjective and it may
only apply to whomever the listener is.

In many ways, NPR had a pretty well-rounded list of most important albums of the ’00′s.
Radiohead’s Kid A was featured, Yankee Hotel Foxtrot by Wilco, as well as a few choices that
I will debate for a long time (The Carter III by Lil Wayne, Britney Spears’ In The Zone). Yes, I’m
going to be one of those “you should have chosen…” people and add To The Five Boroughs by
The Beastie Boys, but that is purely a personal hang-up of my own. Check the list out for yourself
here: 50mostimportant.
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